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Abstract. Wigner's classification of irreducible corepresentations into three types is
generalised to irreducible multiplier corepresentations. Representations of Types I, II, and
III have commutants isomorphic to R, H, and C, respectively. The more general problem
of relating irreducible multiplier corepresentations of a group to those of an invariant
subgroup is considered, and some algebraic aspects of "generalized inducing" are described.
The Wigner classification is then re-obtained as a very simple instance of the general
theory.

§ 1. Introduction

1.1. Consider an irreducible P ̂ -representation (see Parthasarathy
[6]) U of a group G with respect to a fixed ^/^-decomposition G = G + uG",
with G~ non-empty. (Thus G must possess an invariant subgroup G +

of index 2.) If U is a version of U, then U(g) is a unitary (ge G+) or
antiunitary (geG~) operator on a complex Hubert space J f which
satisfies

(1.1)

where the (generalised) multiplier (with respect to the fixed [/^-decom-
position G = G + u G ~ ) σ is a function GxG^T { = complex numbers
of unit modulus) which satisfies, for all gl9 g29 g3 e G, the equation

σiβu Qi) σfaiβi,03) = σ(θn QiQi) <r(92> Q?>)91 (1-2)

Here λβ(λ e C, g e G) is defined to be λ if g e G+ and Jiϊ geG~. The map
g^ΊJ{g\ from G into the unitary antiunitary group of J»f, is called a
multiplier corepresentation of G with multiplier σ, or simply a σ-co-
representation. The multiplier a' of any other version U' of U will be
equivalent to the multiplier σ, satisfying that is

σ'foi, g2) = C%i) H92)9ίβ(9i9i)Λ o{gγ, g2) (1.3)

for some λ : G -• X.


